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"Con,'ex ~na l ysif' is develo ped for fun~lions ddined on integer I"uice poin ts. 
We inles l;gatc the class of functions which cnjo)' :I ",uimH of Sieinii ts cx~hange 
prnpcny. This in c l"d c.~ lincar functions on m!ltroid s. valuatio ns o n mat roids ( ill the 
senS\: of Drcss and Wenld ), :lIId s<: parall1c CiHlC,l\'C fUIICli nll s o n tilt' intcgr~1 base 
polytope of su ll"ul<,lubr systems. It is shO" 1l that a fu nCl io n " .. has Ihe Sieinit"-
e~ changc property if and o nly if it ca ll Ix: e~lclldcd to a conca,'C function w such 
that the ma~imilcrs of (.ii+all )' linear function I forlll an illlegral base rolylope. 
" FrencheHype min-m;. ~ Iheorem and di o.c relc scp"rlli ion theorems nrc eslab· 
li shed which imply, as immedi:llc consequences. Frank's discrete s.:paratio n 
Iheorem for sublllodular functio ns, Edmonds' inte rSl.'Ction theorcm, Fujishigc's 
Fenchcl-type Inin ma~ lhcor~Il1 fur submooul"r functions. and also Fr:lI1k's weight 
splitting theorem for wcightl'd m .. troid intersec t ion. '1991> ",,·. <km'" I',... 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The theory of convex/concave functions [ 36, 40] has played the core 
role in the field of nonlinear optimiza tion as well as in ot her fie lds of the 
mathematic"l sciences. Convex/co ncave functions arc computationally 
tntclable by virtue of the following two facts: 
• Global optimalilY is guaran teed by local optima lit y. Hence myopic 
(or greedy) m:negies work for minimizingfmaximizing the function value . 
• St rong duality holds for a pair of convex and concave functions. 
Compu talionally, this gu;tntntces the existence of a certificale (evidence) 
for the optimality in terms of the dua l variable. 
The theory of matroids [42, 44] has played a sim ilar role in the field of 
combinalOrial optimizatio n. It has successfu lly captured the combi natorial 
• This wo rk was done while the author was a t FMsdmngsinstilut fiir Diskreie M:uhcnuuik, 
Um'crsilii t 1I0 nn. 1994 1995. 1';1/1 n fthis paper h,IS Ix:cn prescllled;l\ . he Ol~'Ct i ng o f Integer 
Pr<lgranlming and Combinatnria l Optimil:Hio ll , V, held in Vancouver. Junc 1996 (34]. 
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essence underlying the well-solved class of optimiza tion problems such as 
those on graphs and networks (er.. e.g .. [24] ). Emcien t algori thms arc 
known for the optimization problems on ma lroids such as (i) the problem 
of o ptimizing a linear obj!.'1:tive function over a si ngle matroid and ( ii ) the 
problem of optimizing a linear objective func tion over the intersect io n of 
two matroids ("weigh ted matroid intcrSl"Ction problem" ). The tractabilit y 
of these problems relics on the following fac ts: 
• Global optimality is guaran teed by local optimality. and moreover. 
the so-called greedy algorithm works for the problem 0 ) . 
• A duality theorem. Edmonds' intersection theorem. guarantees the 
existence of a certificate for the optimality fo r the problem (ii ) in terms of 
the dual variable. 
The polyhedral approach of Edmonds [9 ] recognizes a combi natorial 
o ptimization problem as a linear programming problem with an ex tra con-
straint of integrality. With the combinatorial optimizat ion problem is 
associated a polyhedron. the convex hull of the relevaOl incidence vectors. 
over which the linea r objective fu nction is maximized . The polyhedron 
(convex hull ) is descri bed by a system of linear inequalities. that is. it is 
expressed as the inte rsection of halfspaees rat her than as the convex 
combinations of the ve rtices. 
The polyhedral approach to matroid optimization. emphasizing faces 
rather th an vertices of the polyhedron. has evolved to the theory of sub-
modu lar/supermodular fu nctions [II. 14. 19.38]. where a set function 
f: 2" -- R is called suhmodular if 
IIX)+ II n ;,/IXu n+ II x" n (.y, )' £V). 
and supcrmodular if - f is submodular. In particu lar. the matroid intersec-
tion problem has been extended to the polymatroid intersection problem 
[42] and further to the independent flow problem [17) and the sub-
modular flow prob lem [11. 15. 161. 
The analogy between convcx/concavc functions and submodu lar/super-
modular functions has attracted research interest. Fujishige [18] fo r-
mulates Edmonds' intersection theorem into a Fenchcl-type min- max 
duali ty theorem and considers a further analogy such as subgradients. 
Frank [ 14] shows a separation theorem fo r a pair of submodubr/su'pcr-
modular funct ions. with integmlit y assertion for the separating hyperplane 
in the case of integer-valued functions. This theorem can also be rega rded 
as being eq uiva len t to Edmonds' intersection theorem. " precise statement, 
beyond ana logy. abou t the relationshi p between convex functions and 
subrnodular ru nctions is made by Lov.isz [25]. Namely. a set funClio n is 
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submodular i f and only if the so-c:.lled Lovasz extension of that function 
is convex (sec :lIso [1 9 ] ). This pcnclr:ll ing remark also establishes a direel 
link between dualit y for convex/collc:!"c functions and duality for sub-
modular/supcrmodular functions. The essence of the duality principle fo r 
submodular/supcrmodular functions is now fctognizcd as the discreteness 
(intcgmlity) assertio n in addition to the duality for convex/concave func-
tions. 
In spi le of the developments outlined above. o ur understanding of the 
relationship between convexit y and submoduillrity seems to be on ly partial. 
In convex analysis, :. convex fu nction is minimized over a convex domain 
of definit ion which can be described by u systcm of inequalities in (other ) 
convex functions. In the polyhedral approach to matroid optimization, a 
linear function is opt imized over a (discrete ) domain of definition which is 
described by a system of inequalities involving suhmodular functions. The 
relationship between convcxity and submodularity we ha"c understood so 
far is concerned only with the domai n of defin itions and not with the objec-
tive fu ncti ons. In the literature. however. we can find a number of results 
on the optimiz;lIion of nonlinear functions over the base polytope of a sub· 
modular system. In particu lar. the minimizatio n of a separable convex 
function over such a base polytope has been considered by Fujishige [19] 
and G roencvell [20] , and the submod ular flow problem with a separable 
convcx objt..'Ctivc function has been treated by Fujishige [1 9]. Our present 
knowledge does not help us understand this result in relation to convex 
analysis. 
R('IIw,k 1. 1. It may be in o rder here to mention th at the minimization 
of II submodular func tion is of prima ry importance in combinatorial 
optimization (st.'C [ 21 ] ). but this docs nol seem relevant in the present 
context. 
Quite independent of these developments in the theory of submodular 
fu nctions. Dress and Wenzel [ 5. 8] have recently introduced r;a/rlated 
II/(Ilroids. a quantitat ive gencrali ..... llio n of matroids. 1\ matroid ( V,1M), 
defi ned in temlS of its family of bases fftJ ~ 2 v. is churacterized by thc 
Steinitz exchange property: 
For X. YefftJ and II e X - Y. there ex ists ve Y - X such that X - 11+ vea. 
I! is well known that this implies a sim ultaneous exchange property: 
For X. YefN and lI e X - Y. thereex istsve Y- X such that X - II+ verA 
and Y+ II - veM. 
A valuation of ( V. [/I ) is a function w : !JiJ - R which enjoys the quan· 
ti ta tive ex tension of the Stein itz exchange property: 
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(MV) For X. Ye 9J and lIeX - Y. there exists ve Y- X such th at 
X - II +ve !il . Y+ II - I;e9f and 
w(X ) +w( n ~ w( X - /I + v) + w( }' + 1/ - v) . 
A mat roid equipped with a va luation is called a valuated mat roid. 
It has turned out recently that valuated ma troids affo rd a nice com-
binatorial framework to which the optimiz;lIion algorithms established fo r 
matroids generalize natu rally. Variants of greedy algorit hms work for 
maximizing a matroid valuation. as has been shown by Dress and Wenzel 
[ 5] as well as by Dress and Terhalle [ 2-4] and Murota [27]. (These 
greedy-type algori thms arc in the same vein but arc not the sa me, as those 
in Korte ef al. [23].) The weighted matroid intersection problem has been 
extended by Murota [28. 29] to the v.tl uau .. -u ma troid intersection 
problem. The optimalit y critcria and algorith ms for the weighted matroid 
intersection problem havc been generalized for the valuated mat roid 
intersection problem. 
This direction of resea rch can be extcnded further as fo llows [32]. Let us 
say thai a ~ Z v is an integral base set if it is a nonempty set that sat isfies: 
(81 ) Fo r x,ye a and for u esupp +(x-y). there exists uesupp -
(x - y ) such that x - X~ + X .. e B. 
where supp -+- (x - y} := {u e V I x(u) > y( u)}. sUPP - (x - y) := {v e V I xCv) < 
y(v)} and x~ denotes the characteristic vl,.'Ctor of li e V. We then consider a 
function w: a ...... R on a finite integral base sct a such that : 
(EXC) For x, ye B and /I e supp "' (x - )'). there exists v e supp - (x - y) 
such that x-X,.. +X ,. e B, Y+Xu- x ,. e B and 
w(x) + w(y)::::;: w(x - Xu + X •. ) + w(y + Xu - X.·)· 
We call such w an M-concave func tion. where M stands for matroid . As 
will be illustrated in Section 2. M-concave func tions arise naturally in the 
contex t of combinatorial o ptimization. 
In a sense to be made pn::cise later in Theorem 2.1, the exchange 
property (B1 ) is equiva lent to submodulari ty. Wi th the correspondence 
between convexit y and submodulari ty in mind. we may then say that ( 81 ) 
prescribes a certain "convexit y" of the domain of defi nition of the function 
w. The main theme of this paper is to demonstra te that the exchange 
properly (EXC ) can be interpreted as "conc;!vity" of the objective fu nction 
in the context of combinatorial optimization. The th ree cen tral questions 
considercd in this paper arc the following: 
• We know a pai r of "conjugate" characterizations of the base 
polytope of a submodular system. namely, the exchange property (B I ) for 
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the points in the polytope and the submodularity fo r (the ineq ualities 
describing ) the faces of the polytope. The property (EXC) is a quantitative 
genera lization of ( HI ). Then whal is the generaliz'ltion of submodularity 
that co rresponds 10 (EXC)? 
[Domain] 






Submodularity :=:> (1.1) 
An answer is given in Theorem 5.3 . 
• Can an M-concave function be extended to a concave function in 
the usual sense, just as a submodular fUllc tion ca n be extended to a convex 
function through the Lovasz extension? Theorem 4.6 ;lIlswers th is quest ion 
affirmatively . 
• Is there any duality for M-convcx/ M-concave functions that 
corresponds to the duality for convex/concave fu nctions? The main con-
cern here will be the discreteness (integral ity) assertion for a pair of such 
fUllctions which arc integer-va lued. We answcr this in the affi rmative in 
Section 6 by extending the approach of Murata ( 30] fo r ma troid valua-
tions. To be specific. this amounts to a generaliza tion of the optimality 
criteria for the weighted matroid intersection problem and its varian ts and 
extensions such as the potent ial characterization of the optimality due to 
Iri and Tomizawa [22] and Fuj ishigc (1 7], and the weight splitting 
theorem of Frank [1 3]. 
2. FUNCTIONS WITH TH E EXCHANGE PROPERTY 
2.1. Defillilions 
Let V be a finite nonempty set and R be the set of real numbers. For 
1/ e V we denote by 1 " its characteristic vector, i.e., X" = (x,,(v) 1 v E V) e Z v 
with x..(v):= I if v = II and X,,(v) := 0 otherwise. For x = (x(v) IVE V)E R v, 
y = ( y( v ) I ve V) e R I' we define 
supp ' (x), ~ {, e V I xl v) > OJ. supp - (.,)' ~ {v e V I xlv) <OJ . 
x( X) '~ L { xlvi i ve X} (X " V). 
II x ll '~ L {1.,( v)11 ve Vj . ( x. y) ' ~ L {xlv) y( v ) I ve V }. 
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Let B s;; Z v be a fi nite integral base set. i.e., a finite nonempty set such 
that 
( 81 ) f o r x. ye B and for II ESU PP "'(x-y), there exists 
IiESUPP - (.>:-Y, such that X- l. ,,+ l. r E B. 
As is well known, ( SI ) is equi valent to the simultaneous exchange property 
( 82 ) For x. yE B and fo r II ESUPP "' (x - y), there exists IiESUPP -
(x - y ) such thm X - l. .. + l. r E B andY + 1 .. - 1 .. e B. 
Note that- in vicw of IIxll = II X - 1 .. + X .. II and II{x - x .. + X,.) - YII < ~x- YII 
for II E SUPP " (x - y) lind v E sUPP - (.>: - y)- ( 81 ) implies x ( JI) = y( JI) for 
x,YE R. 
The fo llowing theorem is known as a fo lklore (according to privalc com-
munications from W. Cunningham and S. fujishige: see also [ 1.41.42] in 
this connection ). Recall that a function f: 2 1' -+ R is said to be submodu lar 
;r 
J (X) + J( Y) '" J(Xu Y) + J( X n Y) ( X. Y s; V ). (2. 1 ) 
and g: 2" -+ R is supemlOduktr if 
g( X ) + g( Y) ";g( X u Y) + g( X n Y) (X, y " V). ( 2.2) 
THEOREM 2.1 . For a finite. "onempty sel B s;;: Z v, Ihe lollowillg Ihree 
co/J(lilioll.~ (Ire. equivalem. 
(a) B sllli.ifie5 (HI ). 
(b) There exi51S (II/ ;meger-vallled submodlilar fill/Clioll J: 2 I' -+ Z wilh 
1(0)=0 such 1It(lf 
B = Z " n {XE R v I x(X) ";J( X )(YX c V) , x( V) = J( V»). 
(e) There exists all illf('ger-L"(i1t1el/ silpermodular filllCliQII g: 2 v -- Z 
wi /h g(0) = 0 s/lch (Iuu 
B = Z V n {xe R V I x(X ) ",g( X )(Hc V) , x( V ) = g( V») . 
M oreover, 11110' fim cliolls 1 lIIId g are given by 
J( X) = max{x(X ) I xe B) . g(X)= m;n {x(X) I xe B) . 
This theorem allows us to say that we assume B to be the inlegral points 
of an integral base polytope, where an integral base polytope means the 
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base polytope of an integral submodular/supcrmodu lar system [19]. Note 
that we have 
B = Z" fl jj, (2.3) 
where Ii denotes the convex hull of B. 
In thi s paper we arc concerned wi th a function w: B _ R Ihal sa tisfies 
the followi ng vari.mt of Slcin itz's exchange property: 
(EXC) For X.)'E Band II E,\'IIPP " (x - y), there ex ists I!ESlLPP -
(x - y) such th,l t x - x" + x,. E B. y+ /..,, - 1.,< E Band 
w(x) + w{y) ~ w(x - l" + X.,) + w(y + 7, .. - Xc)· (2.4) 
Using the notatio n 
w(x. II , v ) := W(X - l ,, +X,.) - w(x). (2.5 ) 
which represent s the loca l behavior of w around x. we can rewri te (2.4 ) to 
w(.\' . II. v) + wi)'. v. If ) ~ O. (2.6 ) 
We often usc the con vention w( .. ) := -00 for xV: B. Note Ihat a pair (B. w) 
of a noncmply sct B t;; Z V and a fu nction w: n ..... R sati sfies (82) and 
(EXC) if and only if the associated ex tended fUTlction (u: Z I' ..... R u { - co } 
satisfies 
(EXC) For x. )' EZ v with w(x)~ -co and w(y)# -co, and for 
1/ E supp +(x - y). there ex ists v ESUPP - (x _ y) such that 
w(x) + w(y) ~ (U(x - 7." + 7.,.) + w(y + 7." - 7.,,). 
2.2. EWlmpit·s 
We discuss a number of natural classes of M-concave fu nctions. 
EXAMI'LE 2. 1 (Atline Function). For 1/ : V ..... R and a.E R. the funct ion 
w: B ..... R defined by 
w(x) := 11. + <1/. x ) (X E B) 
satisfies the exchange property (EXC) with equality in (2.4). This IS an 
immediate consequence of the simultaneous exchange property (82). 
EXAMI'LE 2.2 (Separable Concave FUllction). We can g: Z ..... R concave 
if ils piecewise linear extension g: R ..... R is a concave function. that is. if 
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g(r - I )+g(t + 1) ~ 2g( l ) holds for all t E Z . For a fami ly of concave func-
tions g,, : Z - R indexed by VE V, the (separable concave) fu nction 
w: B .... R defined by 
w{ X) ,- L {g ,(x(") ) I,. V} (x E 8 ) 
sat isfies the exchange property (EXC). See [32] for a proof. 
EXAMPLE 2.3 (Min-Cost Flow). Let G = (fl. A) be a directed graph 
wilh vertex set f1and arc SCI A. Assume further that we <Ire given an upper 
capacity fu nction i: A ..... Z and a lowe r capacity fu nction f: A .... Z. 
A feasible (integral) flow tp is a function tp : A .... Z such that f(ll)~ !p( a) ~ 
C( (I ) for each (I E A. Its bo undary iJrp: V .... Z is defined by 
where J +v and J - v denote the sets of the out-going and m-commg arcs 
incident to v, respectively. Then 
B : = {orp I rp: feasible now} 
is known to sat isfy (BI ). See. e.g .• [19]. 
Suppose furt her that wc are given a family of convex functions!,,: Z .... R 
indexed by 1I E A. where we ca ll I: Z .... R convex if its piecewise linea r 
extension /: R .... R is a convex. function. that is, if/(r - l )+/(I+ 1 ) ~ 2/(t) 
holds for all I E Z. Definc T( tp) : = ~ {/,,( rp(a» I a E A}. Then the function 
(J): B ..... R defined by 
w(x): = - min{T( tp) I tp: feas ible now with iJtp= x} (XE B) 
satisfies the exchange property (EXC) (see [32] for a proof). In general, 
this construction yields a nonseparable fu nction w (see [28. Example 3.3] 
for a concrete inslance). 
EXAMPLE 2.4 (Determinant ). Let AU) bc an III X" matrix of rank III 
with each entry being a polynomial in a variable I , and let M = (fI, 93' ) 
denotc the (lincllf) matroid defi ned on the column set V of A( r) by linea r 
independence of the column vectors, where 1 ~ fI belongs to 14 if and only 
if II I = 111 and the column vectors with indices in 1 are line:lrly independent. 
Let B be the set of the incidence vectors of the bases (the members of t8 ). 
Then OJ: 8 .... Z defined by 
(J E riI) 
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satisfies (EXC). where I.J is the incidence vector of J and A[1] denotes the 
III x III submatrix with column indices in 1. In fact [ 5. 8]. the G rassmann-
Plucker ident ity impl ies the exchange property of w. 
Remark 2.1. In connection wi th the construction in Example 2.2. it is 
worth whilc to mcntion thai a general concave function on R I ' (o r on a 
base polytope over R) docs not necessarily sati sfy (EXC) when restricted 
to Z ". Scc Rem ark 2.2 of [32] for 11 concrete instance. In fact. it is one of 
Ihe main objectives of this paper to identify the precise rela tionship 
between Steinitz's exchangc propert y and concavity. which will be stated as 
Theorem 4.6. 
2.3, Fllndall1ental PropertieJ 
In thi s section we mention some consequences of (EXC) that have been 
used in [32]. We emphasize the analogy to conca ve functions. We assume 
thllt w : B ..... R satisfies (EXC,. 
For p: v ..... R we define w [p ] : B ..... R by 
w[fI ] (x ) := w( x ) + <p, x ) . (2.7 ) 
Just as a concave func tion remains concave when a linear function is 
added. we have the following theorem. The proof is easy. 
TJ[EORE~I 2.2 . w[ p] ,\"{lti.ljies (EXC). 
For a concave func tion g. we have the subgradicnt inequality [36]: 
g( Y ) ~ g(x ) + < Vg(x) , )" - x ) . 
where Vg( x ) E R I' den otes il su bgr;rdicnt of g at x. As a counterpart fo r cu, 
we have the "uppt:r-bound lemma" described as follows. For x, YEB wc 
consider a bipartite graph G(x. y ). which has (V ... . V - ) :=(su pp "' (x - y). 
supp - (x - .r )) as it s vertcx bipartition and 
A :::=: {(II. III I li E V +. ve V - ,x - x ,,+ X,. e B} 
as its arc sct. Each arc (II. v) is associated with "a rc weight" w(x. II. v) of 
(2.5 ). We define 
tiI(.\". Y) := max { L , w(x. II. II) i.(If. v) I ;.(11. v) ~ o. «II. v ) e A), 
",. ' 1<= '" 
L ;.(II. V) = X( II ) - Y(II ) (li E V + ), 
,. I ... "1 " .i 
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It is known [ 19. Theorem 3.28] that such ;.: A - R e:·d st a nd that c.U( .\'. y ) 
is a well-defined fin ite real nu mber. It may be mentioned that the maxi-
mization in (2.8) can be identified as a tra nsporwtion problem [ 24 ]. The 
" upper-bound lemma" reads as follows. 
TIIEOREM 2.3 [32. Lemma 2.4]. For x. y E B 11'(-' hm:e 
w(y)" w(x) + w(x. )'). (2.9) 
Prouf Sec [32] or [28. Lemma 3.4] . I 
This yields the fo llowing theorem. sl<Hing that loe:11 optimality implies 
global o ptimality. This is a straightforward e .. tcnsion of a similar result of 
[ 5, 8] fo r a matroid valuation. The analogy to concave functions should be 
obvious. 
THEORI:~t 2.4 ([ 32]). Let x e B. TIII'II w(x)~w(y)for alf y e B ifalld 
ollly if 
w( X. II. v) l!O; O ('VII. ve V). 
(By COIII;(-,lIfioll , w(x. II . v):= - 00 if .\' - 1. .. + 1. .. j: B.) 
For y , : E Z v we defi ne 
B" :=I X E B l x ~ y} . 
(2.10) 
(2. 11 ) 
called the reduction of B by J' and the co ntractio n of B by : respecti vel y. 
They satisfy (B1). Let w": B '" ..... R ( resp. w:: B: - R) be the restriction of 
(JJ to BY (resp. BJ , provided that B" # 0 (resp. B: #0 ). 
LEMMA 2.5 . w·'· (llId w: satisfy (EXC). I 
The above lemma shows that M--concavc functions defined on B 
naturally induce such funct ions on the reduction (resp. contraction ) by a 
superbase J' (rcsp. subbase ; ). In Section 6.4. we will see in Theorem 6. 10 
that an M-concave function can be induced on the sum of two integral 
base polytopes thro ugh the "convolution" operation. 
J. LOCAL EXCHANGE PROPERTY 
We will show th,1l the exchangeability condition (EXC) is in fact a local 
property. though its definition refers globally to all pairs (x, y ). Namely, 
we may impose exchangeabili ty only on neighboring pairs (x. y ). This may 
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be co mpared to a similar phenomenon for concavity. which is generally 
defined by a global property but which ca n also be char:tch:rized in local 
terms (e.g .. in terms of the second order derivative ). 
The fo llowing theo rem cla ims that- assuming ( 0 1) for B- the exchange 
propert y ( EXC) is equiva len t to .. sceTlli ngly wCOl ker local exchange propcr~y 
IEXCk.,J For x. y E fl with II x - yll = 4 there exist II ESUPP "' (x - yl 
and VESUpp - (x - y) such tha t x - X" + X,, E fl. y + x" - X, E Band 
w(.\') + w( y) ~ w(x - 7,,, + X,·) + w(y + 7,,, - X,.) (3.1) 
(see [7. Theo rem 3.4] fo r a sim ilar statement relating to matroid valua-
tions). 
TIIWkE.\I 3. 1. LeI w: B - R bI' '' fllll Clioll (/efiIlN/ 01/ (I fill ire illtegral 
base set B f;. Z I ' . Theil W s(lIi~jif'! .. (EXC) if (Il1d 011/.1' if if smisjies 
( EXC,~) . I 
We prove (EX C1",,)= (EXq. For p: 11 _ R we abbrevinte w[ p ] of(2.7 ) 
to w " and define UJI'{X. II. v) := w"(x - 7,,, + 7, ,.) - w)x) as in (2.5). For 
x, .I' E B. we have 
w(X. II. v) + w( y. v, II) = w,,(x. II. II) + WI'( Y' Ii. II). (3.2) 
LEMM A 3.2. Lei xE ll. 1' := x - 1 .. - Z +1 +Z •. ,€ ll lI'il" 11,. " ,. v,. 
. .~ .,,' .n . . 
II I E V flllt! { II!! . II I} n { vO)' VI ) = 0. (Il1d leI p : II - R. If (EXC loc ) is 
.wllisfled, thell 
(3.3 ) 
where 17. 1 := wl'(x, 11 ,. V) for i. j = O. 1. 
Proof By (EXCI",. ) we have 
This shows ( 3J) wi th p = O. which imTllediately implies the general case. I 
Define 
9 := { (x . .1') I x, y € fl, 311. ESUpP ~- (.\" - y l. 
"II; E sUPP - (x - Y): w(x. II •• v) + w(y. v, ". ) < O}. 
which denotes the set of pairs (x. y) for which the exchangeabili ty (EXC) 
fail s. We want to show thaI f) = 0. 
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Suppose 10 the COnlrary that Q #; 0. take (x. )') e!2 such that II x - )'1  
is minimum. and lei II. e sUPP • (x - y) be as in the defi nition of 9;. We 
have Ix-YII > 4. Defi nep : V- R by 
{ 
-~( x. II •. Ii) (~ e Stipp =(.': - J:) .. ': - ~ .. , + ~ " e 8 ) 
) WLL U,II . )+t (vesupp (.\ - » . . \-X .. + X,. 1/ 8 . p (u := ' 
Y+X'" - X,. E B) 
o (o therwise) 
with some c> 0 and consider w I" 
Claim 1. 
W,.(X. II •. I·)= O 
W,.(y. V.II. ) < 0 
if l' ESUpp - (x -y).x -X,., +X,. E B. 
for t'esuPP - (,t" - y). 
(J.4 ) 
(15) 
The equality (3.4) fo llows from the definition of p. whereas the inequalit y 
(3.5) Ciln be shown as fo ll ows. I fx - X~ , +X,. e B. we have W,.(X. II •• u)=O 
by (3.4) and 
which in turn follows from (3.2) and the definition of II •. Otherwise, we 
have W,.(Y. v. II. ) = -c o r - co according to whether y + X~. -lr E B or 
no t. 
Claim 2. There ex ist I/o ESUPP -+ (x-y) and VoESUpp - (x - )' ) such 
that y+X ... - X,,, E B. a nd 
(VESUPP - (X- y)). (3.6) 
In fact. by (BI ) we have Y+X"II- 1"E B fo r some lfoESUPP -+(x- )') and 
Vo E supp - (.r - y). We can further assume (3.6) by fixing 110 and redefinin g 
Vo to be the element VESUpP - (x - y) th at maximizes wl'(Y. V, 1I0)' 
Claim 3. (x. y')e !Z with y' :=Y+l~-X'\l' 
To prove this it suffices to show 
(VESUPP - (X - y ' )). 
We may restrict o urselves to v with x -Xu. + Xc e B since otherwise the first 
tenn wl'(x, II. , v) is equal to -00. For such v. the fi rst term is equal to zero 
by (3.4). For the second tcrm, it follows from Lemma 3.2, (3.5 ), and (3.6) 
Ihat 
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WI'( Y" v. ".) = WI'(Y + X,~, + 1."_ - 1., ,, - 1.,.) - WI'(Y + 1. ... - 1.,.,.) 
~ max[ W,,(Y. v" . !Iv) + WI,( y. v. II. ). WI'(Y' ". 110 ) 
+ w,,( y. v". ".)] - WI'(y. v". II ,, ) 
< max[ w,,( Y. !l1J , IIv). WI'(Y' II, 110 ) ] - W,,(Y. vo, 110 ) 
= 0. 
Si nce II x - 1" 11 = IIx - )' 11 - 2. Claim 3 contradicts our cllOice of (x . .I') E .@. 
Therefore we conclude 9 = 0, comple ting the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
4. CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS AND CONCAVE EXTENSIONS 
4 .1. COl/cave COl/jllgale FlII/Cliola 
In line wi th the standard method in convex ana lysis [ 36. 40], we intro-
d uce the concept of conjugate functions. 
Fo r any nonempty finite set B !: Z v and any funct ion g: B - R. we 
define gO: R " ...... R by 
gO(p ) := min i ( I'. x ) - g(x) I X E OJ. (4.1 ) 
We call gO the concave conjuga te funct ion of g. Si nce B is finite. gO is a 
polyhedral concave fu nction [36, 40]. taking finite va lues for a ll p. 
Furthermore we define g: R 1' ..... R by 
i(" ):= inf{ ( 1'." ) - gO(p) I p ER ''). (4.2) 
Obviously. g is a conC;lvc function. which we call the co ncave closure of g. 
Dya standard result from convex an;llysis (cf. [40. $eqion 4.8 ] ) (or equiv-
alent ly by linear programmi ng duali ty) we have 
. _{ ma'{L 2,.Kly) 1"= L i. ,)'.).e A( B)} 
g(b) -". '1 " E ll 
-00 
(b e B) 
(4.3) 
where 
' HB):={).E RHI L J. , . = l. i. ,~ O( YE B) } 
, 'E /I 
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and Ii denoles the convex hull of B, that is, 
jj 0: {bE R " I b: L ;.,J'.!. E "(B )}. 
n I H 
Also, in general. we denote by X the convex hull of a subset X~ R v. 
Define 
argmax(g) := { x E B I g(x) ~ g( y ), Ify e B}, 
",smax(g) :: {b E jj I g(b ) ~ i (e ). Ve E ii}. 
where we regard g as g: Ii ..... R. 
LEMMA 4.1. (I ) g(x) ~ g(x ) for xeB. 
(2 ) max{ g(b) I b e Ii} = max{g(x ) I x € B} . 
(3) argmax(g j = argmax(g ). 





For p: V - R (that is. p E R ''), we define g[p] : B ..... R and K[P ]: Ii - R 
by 
g[p )(x ) :: g(x) + ( p. x ) . i[p ] (b ) :: g(b) + ( p, b ) (4.7) 
as in (2.7). The following relations are easy to see, where (g[po] )" denotes 
the concave closure of g[Pol 
LEMMA 4.2. ( I ) (g[Po])O(p) = gO(p - po). 
(2) (g[p , ]) ' (b): g[p, ](b). I 
4.2. Characlf?ri;arioll of M,Collcm;iry by rhe Maximi;ers 
Just as the maximizers of a concave function fonn a convex sel, the 
family of the maximizers of an M-<:oncave function w enjoys a nice 
property. In the following we assume that B is a finite integral base sct. 
Recall (4.5 ) fo r the notation argmax(w). 
LEMMA 4.3. 1/ w : B ..... R has the exchange properly (EXC), then 
argmax(w) is an illtegral base set, rltar is. argmax(w) is an integral base 
polytope. I 
Proof Put wm~. : =max{w(x) l xeB} . In (EXC) we must have 
w(x - l~ + 1. , , ) = w( y+ 1. .. -1.,·)=wmu ifw(x )=w( y) = w mu ' I 
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The above lemma implies furthermore that argmax{w[p]) is an in tegral 
b'lse polytope fo r each p: v ..... R, si nce w [p ] also satisfi es (EXC) by 
Theorem 2.2. This turns out to be a key propert y fo r M-conc<lvity as 
fo llows. 
THEOREM 4 .4 . LeI w: B- R be a fimclioll defined 011 II fi"ile inregral 
base set B e.; Z I' . Theil w smi.\jies (EXC) If alld 0111.1' iJargmax(w[p]) is {1Il 
illll'gmi ba:'ie pO/J'lOpe for each p : V ..... R. 
Proof The "on ly W' part has already been shown. fo r the "ir' part. we 
will show that w satisfies the loca l exchn nge propert y (EXC,o.,). Then 
Theorem 3. I establishes the claim. 
Take x, ye B with Ilx - yll = 4 and put c:= (x + y )/2 e R ". By con· 
sidering the concave closu re w of (4.2) and its supporting hyperplane at c, 
we see tha t ce a rgmax(w(p]) for some p : V - R. On the other hand. 
put ting Bp :=argmax(w[p ] ). we ha ve 
argmax(w[ p ] ) = argmax«w[ p ] ) " ) = argmax(w[ p]) = Bp (4.8) 
from Lemma 4.2(2 ) and Lemma 4. 1(3). Therefo re, we have ce B" . Here 
BI' c.; B c.; Z II and BI' is an integra l base polytope by the assumption. 
[ Remark : It is no t clai med- and not even true in general- that {x, y} c.; 
BI" ] 
Consider a n "interval" / defined by 
/ := {b e R"lx Ay~b~ x y y}, 
where x Aye Z " and x y y e Z " arc given by 
(x A y"v):= min{x(v), y(v)), (x y )' )(v):= mllx(x(v), y( v)) (lie V). 
We have / n 8 1' '# 0 since ce I n 8
"
, Hence (cf. [1 9, Theorem 3.8] ), / n B" 
is an integra l base polytope that con tains c. Therefore. c can be represented 
as a convex combination of some integral vectors, say = I, . .. , ="" in / n B . 
Since Z l'n (l n Bp) = / n Bp by (2.3 ), we sec p 
'" 
c = L )"=,,, 
, . .. I 
with Ei.:' .. , )., = I and )'k > 0 (k = I, ... , III ). 
(4.9) 
Since lIx-y ~ = 4 , we can lind V1,1I2,V],1i4 EV such that (vl ,vz}n 
{ Ii), Ii~ } = 0 and y = x - X" I - X" 1 + X,., + X" •. In the following, we consider 
the case where VI :# Vz and v ) #: V4 ' since the other cases can be treated 
simi larly (and more easily). 
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Whcn VI ' V2 . v3• v4 arc dislinct. a vcctor: e I n H/, . which is integral. C<l ll 
be ident ified with a 2-c\emcnt subset { VI ' Vj } of Vo = {v ,. v~ . V3 • v4 } accord ing 
to the correspondence 
: = (x " Y )+ X •. ,+ X., Ii" j ). 
Denoting this correspondence:,...... {V I ' vA by qJ and referring to (4.9), we 
define an undirected graph G = (Vo. Eo) wi th vertex set Vo and edge set 
E, ~ (~(:, ) I k~ l • .... m}. 
C LAIM. G lias a perfect matching (of si:e 2). 
Proof of Claim. For each i ( I ~ i ~ 4). we have c(vl ) - (x " y)( VI) = 1/2, 
whereas : ,,(v/ ) - (x " Y)( vl ) E {O. I } for a ll k ( I ~ k ~ m) in (4.9 ). Hence, for 
each i, there exist k I and ko such that 
Translating this into G. we see that for each vertex VI there is an edge which 
covers (is incident to ) VI and also there is another edge which avoids (is not 
incident to) V /, Then it is not difficult to sec that this condition implies the 
existence ofa perfect ma tching in G (ei ther by a straightforward enumeration 
of all possible configurations or by invoking Tutlc's theorem [26]). Thus the 
claim has been proven. 
Finally. we derive (EXC loc ) from the above claim. We divide into Iwo 
cases. 
Case 1. In case {{ V I' vz}, {Vl ' v4 } } !;; Eo, both x and Y appear among 
the : /s. This means in particular that {x, y} t;;, B". Since Hf> is an integral 
b ase polytope by assumption, we can apply ( 82 ) to obtain x - Xr, + X" e Hf> 
and y+x •. ,-X" EBp for some ie {I. 2} and je {3, 4}. This shows 
which implies (3.1 ). 
w[ p ](x) ~ w[ p )(y) 
=w[ p ] (x - X", + X.) 
~w[p )(Y + l .·; - l .,l 
=max(w[pJ ), 
Case 2. If { {VL t V2}. {V l' V4} } $i!: Eo. it follows from the above claim that 
{{VI' V I}' {1)2 ' vA } t;;, Eo for some i. j with {i, j} = p, 4}. This means bot h 
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(x 1\ Y)+/" , + X". and (X l\Y)+I.,-: + I. .·. appear among the =,.'s. which 
belong to B,, = argmax(w[ p). Noting 
(x 1\ y) + /." + I. " = x - /. .-: + I. ." 
we see 
w[p l(x - X" + X,,) ~ w[ p l (y + X" - X,,) ~ m.x(w[ p l)· 
Thi s implies 
w[ p l (x) + w[p ](y) " w [ p l( x - X,., + X,,) + w[p]( y + X,., - X,'). 
which establishes (3. 1). I 
4.3. ConClIve Extensions 
In this section we reveal a precise relationship between exchangeability 
(EXC) and concavity. By Lemrll:1 4.1( I ). which is independent of (EXC). 
we know that 0: Ii -- R is a concave funct ion such that w(x)~w(x) for 
x e B. The exchangeability condition (EXC) guarantees the equality here as 
follows. 
LEM~IA 4 .5. If w: B ..... R has the ex change property (EXC), t/rm w(x) = 
w(x) fo r all x E B. 
Proof Fix x E B. Since OJ is concave. there exists p : V ..... R such that 
xeargmax(w[ p]), i.e .. 
W[p](x)~ m'x(w[pl) . (4.10 ) 
Put B,,:= argmax(w[p] )( s;;; Z''). Thcn by (4.8), we ha ve xe B", which 
implies x e Z v ,... B" = B" by (2.3). That is. 
w[p l( x) ~ max(w[pl)· (4.11) 
Si nce max(w[p]) = max({w[p]) " )= max (w[p] ) by Lemma 4.2(2) and 
Lemma 4.1 (2 ). we see fro m (4,]0 ) and (4.11) thaI w[p ]( x) = w[ p ] (x). i.e., 
W(x) ~w(x) . I 
We say that w: li -- R is an extension of w: B - R if W( x) =w( x) fo r 
x e B. 
TIlEOREM 4.6 (Extension Theorem ). Let w: B - R be (lfill/Clioll de filled 
on (l fillile illlegral bas(' set IJ r;; Z v, T/rell w satisfies (EXC) if and only if 
it can be extellded to 1I cOllwve fimctioll w: Ii ..... R such that argmax (w[p]) 
is (III imegral base poly tope for each p : V ..... R. 
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Proof To show the "only if' pa rt. we can take w = ill, which IS an 
extension of w by Lemma 4.5 and meets the requirement by (4.8) and 
Theorem 4.4. 
The "if' pari can be shown as fo llows. Obviously we have 
ma>(w[ p 1) '~ mo> { w [p ](b ) I bE B) 
;> m.x {w[p ](x ) I xE B)~' max(w[plJ 
since w [pJ (x) = w[pJ(x) for xe B. On the other hand. argmax(w[ p J ) 
contains an integral point. which belongs to Z v " Ii = B (cf. (2.3)). There-
fo re we have max(w [p J ) = max(w[ p] ) and 
Z v" argmax(w[ p ] ) = argmax( w[p] J. 
Since argmax(w[p]) is an integral base polytope by assu mption, it fo llows 
from Theorem 4.4 that w satisfies (EXC). I 
5. SUPER MODULAR ITY IN CONJUGATE FUNCTION 
In Theo rem 2.1 we have seen that the exchange pro perty (B I) (or (B2 » 
of B is equivalent 10 the sub/supermodu larilY of the function (J or g) 
describing the face of the polytope Ii. As the exchange propert y (EXC) fo r 
(j) can be regarded as a quantitative ex tension of the simultaneous exchange 
property (B2) for B, it is quite natural to seek fo r an extension or lhe above 
correspondence between the exchangeabi lity and the sub/supcrmodularity 
(see ( I.l ». We answer th is question in Theorem 5.3 below, wh ich S'IYS that 
(EXC) for w is equivalent to "local supcrmodularity" of the concave 
conjugate function woo 
5.1 . ExchungeabililY ( BI ) (m(/ Supermociu/arilY 
We reformu late known facts (cf. Theorem 2. 1) about the relationship 
between (B2 ) and supcrmodularity in a fo rm that is suitable fo r ou r subse-
quent di scussion . We assume B s;; Z I ' is a finite nonem pty set such that 
B = Z l' n Ii. 
We define tjl 0: R I' - R by 
tjl°(p):= min {( p.x) IXE D}. (5. 1 ) 
Note th at 1/1 0 is the concave conjugate funct ion of tjI;:: 0 (on B) in the sense 
of (4.1 ), and also that 
(5.2) 
1IJ1/ IH(l·; 
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agrees with (he support funct ion of jj as defined in [36.40]. Obviously. 
!/I0( p ) is co ncave. .p°(0) = O. and positively homogeneous. I.e .. 
.p0(;.p) = ; . .p0( p ) fo r ). > 0. '·fence the hypograph 
(5.3 ) 
is a convex cone. 
Suppose B sa tisfies (B I ). We first observe that the funct ion g : 21' ..... R 
defined by g(X ) :=IjI°(;( .d( X !;;; V) is supermodular. In fact. we have 
and this is how the supermodular function g in Theorem 2.1 is constructed. 
Second ly, the va lue of .p0(p) at arbitrary p can be expressed as a linea r 
combination of .p0(!:", ) (X S; V ). In f:lc i. the greedy algori lhm (cf. [ 19] ) for 
minimizing a linear function over the base polytope. say B(g ), of the super· 
modular system (2 1'. g ) shows 
" 
min{ ( p.x ) I x e B(g)}= L ( pj - Pj +d g( Vj l. (5.4 ) 
j- , 
where. for given p E R" , the elements of V are indexed as { VI' V2 .... , v,, ) 
(with II = I VI) in such a way that 
p(Vd ~ P(Vl)~ ... ~ p( v ,,) ; 
P; := p(vj ) . Vj :={v"v~",,, vl } for j = I. .... II. and P" ... I:= O. Noting 
jj = B(g ) we obtain 
" 
,, ' (p) ~ L ( p, - PJ" ) " ' (x ,,,). 
i- I 
(5.5) 
Conversely. suppose ifJO(p ) defi ned from B by (5.1 ) satisfies the two 
conditions: 
(Cl ) [ supcrmoduJarity] g(X) := IjIO(X ,rl is supcrmodular. 
(C2 ) [greediness ] I/IO(p ) = .['.'. 1 (Pj- Pj+ I ) .p0(!: I' )' where. fo r given 
,. ' } , p e R , the clements of V arc indexed as {VI ' 112 , .. .. II" in such a way that 
p(Vd~ P(V 2)~'" ~ p(v,, ); Pj := p(vj ) . VJ :={V I . V2 . .... vJl fo r j = I . .... /I, 
and P" ... I := 0. 
The condi tion (CI) implies (5.4 ). Combining this wi th (C2) and (5.1 ) we 
see lhal 
mint ( p. x ) I XE B(g )} = min t ( fI, x) I x e B) (p e R " ). 
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Thi s means B( g l = li. fro m which follows B = Z I ' n li = Z I ' n B(g). Then 
T heorem 2.1 shows tha t B satisfi es (BI ). 
We say that a positively homogeneous funct ion II : R I ' __ R is "matroida l" 
if it satisfies (el ) and (e2l wit h ",0 replaced by II. By a result of Lovilsz 
[ 25] (see also [1 9. Theorem 6. t 3 ] ) such" is necessari ly co nca ve. We a lso 
say that a cone is "matroida l" if it is a hypogmph of a "mal roidal" II. 
With this terminology the above observations a rc sum marized in the 
following theorem. which characterizes the exchange property of B in the 
language of ", 0 (or the suppo rt function of li ). 
THEOREM 5. 1. Let B t;;. Z I ' be afillite IIOIll'mply selwilh B = Z v n li. Theil 
B satisfies ( Bl l iJ lIl/d ollly if l/lo is "matroida/" (satisJying (e l ) alld (e2» . 
The following fact will be used later. The proof is casy from (e l ) and 
(e2). 
LE~IMA 5.2. Let" I ' " 2: R I' ..... R be posiliveiy homogeneous Junctions. If 
" I lind hl are "lI1arroidal." Ihe'1/ "I + 111 is also "mmroidal." 
5.2. M- COllC(wiIY (EXC) (IIJ(/ Supermodu/arilY 
We now consider the concave conjuga te funct ion 
WO(p ) := min{ ( p. x ) -w{x) I XE B} (5.6) 
of w : B ..... R defined on a fini te integral base set B t;;. Z v. As opposed to 
.po, W O is not a positively homogeneous function though it is concave. 
Accordingly. the hypograph 
(5.7) 
is not a cone but a polyhedron. Its characteristic cone (or recession cone) 
[36, 39, 40] is given by H yp( "'O) o f (5.3 ). and hence il is "matroidal" by 
Theorem 5.\ . 
Since WO(p ) is a concave funct ion, we can think of its subditTcren tial in 
the o rdinary sense of convex analysis. Namely, the subditTerential of WO a t 
Po E R 1', denoted by {)wO(Pol. is defiOl.'d by 
Using this notation. we define a positively homogeneous concave fu nction 
lJ.,(J)0, Po): R I ' ..... R by 
(5.9) 
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which we call the local ization of WO at Po (provided awol Po)'" 0). Note that 
(5. 10) 
and that WO(p) is equill to the ri gh t. hilnd side in the neighborhood of P fl . 
Also note that 
Hyp{ L(wo. Po» = {( p. q) E R v x R I q :;; ( p. b ) . b E awO(pQ)}. (5. 11 ) 
The fo llowing theorem establishes a link between (EXC) and super-
modularity. showing tha t (EXC) for tv is equivalent to the localization of 
WO being "matroidal" at each point. Reca lling that the first condition (e l ) 
fo r bei ng "matroidal" refers 10 supcrmodularity. while (C2) is rela ted to 
greediness, we may say that the exchange property (EXC) is nothing but 
"a collection of local supermodu la rity." just as the exchange property (B I ) 
corresponds to supcrmodularity. 
TIlEOREM 5.3 ( Loca l Supcrmodularit y Theorem). Lei w : B ..... R be (I 
fllll Clioll defined 0 11 (I fillite illTegr(ll buse set B !;;;; Z v. Theil W s(l1isfies (EXC) 
if (lnd ollly if th.· /ocalbuiOIl L(w o. p o) of WO is "malroidal" (sllfisfying (e l ) 
( /lit! (C2» at each point pQ. 
Proof The hyperplane H <:= {(p,q) e R"x R l q =(p.x )-w(x)} In 
n l' x R, indexed by xe B, conta ins (p.q) := (po,WO(po)) if and only if 
( Po, x ) - w(x ) = WO(pQ) = min{ ( Po. y) - w(y) l YE B }, 
which means xeargmax(w[ - Pn]) and ( p.x )-w(x)= ( p - Po, x ) + 
WO(Po) for such x. Therefore, in the neighborhood of Po. WO(p ) is equa l to 
mint ( p, x ) - w(x) I x e argmax(w[ - Po] )} 
= min t ( p - po. x ) I x e argmilx(w[ - PoJ)} + WO(pQ). 
This shows 
L(wO. Po)(p) = min{ ( p. x ) I x e argmax(w[ - PoJ )} . (5. 12) 
By Theorem 5. 1, this is "ma troidal" if and only if argmax(w[ - Po] ) 
sat isfie s (BI ), whereas the la tter condition for all Pu is equivalent to (EXC) 
by Theorem 4.4. I 
Remark 5.1. II fo llows from Theorem 5.3 (with w = 0 ) that the localiza-
tion of a "matroidal" function is agai n "matroida!." Therefore, it is 
sufficient in Theo rem 5.3 (fo r a general w ) to consider the localization of 
W O a t points Pu such that (Po. woe Po) lies in the minimal faces of Hyp(wO). 
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Remark 5.2, For an affine fu nct ion w(x) = cr: + ( 11 . . '") on B, we have 
where 1/1 0 is defined by (5.1). 
Remark 5.3. Just as in Theorem 5.3. a valuated d-matroid [ 6. 43] can 
be characterized in temlS of local bisupermodularity. See [33] for detail s. 
Finall y. note thai a combi nation of Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 5.3 yields 
the following variant of Theorem 5.3. 
T HEORBI 5 .4. Let w: B -0 R be a f llllCtioll defined 011 a finite //ollempt)' 
sel B s; Z I ' 1I';lh B = Z I' ,..., Ii. Then w satisfies (EXC) if alld oll l}' if ( i ) Ihe 
characteristic COllI? of ,he hypograph Hyp(wO) of w e is "m(ltroidai" (l//({ 
( ii ) tlte locllli=ation l.{wo. Po) of W O is "/l/tltroidlll" (It ('(IC" poil!( Po. 
6. DUALITY 
Using the standard Fenchcl duality framework of convex analysis [ 36. 
40] , we derive a min-max duality fo rmu la for a pair of an M-convex and 
an M-concave func tion. Its content lies in the integrality assertion that 
both the primal (maximiza tion) problem and the dual (minimization ) 
problem have in tegral optimum solutions when the given funct ions satis-
fying (EXq arc integer-valued. This min-max formula is a succinct unifica-
tion of two groups of more or less equivalent theorems, (i) Edmo nds' 
polymatroid intersection theorem [9] , Fujishige's Fenchel-type duality 
theorem [1 8], and Frank's discrete separatio n theorem fo r a pair of sub/ 
supermodular functions [14] , and (ii ) (an extension of) Iri-Tom izawa's 
potentia l characterization of optimality for the independent assignment 
problem [22] , Fuj ishigc's generalization thereof to the independent now 
problem [17] and Frank's weight splitting theorem fo r the matroid inter-
section problem ( 13). The mi n-max fo rmula can also be reformulated as 
d iscrete separation theorems, which are distinct from Frank's. 
6. L Com;ex COlljElgate FunctiOIl 
Dually to (4.1), fo r an arbi trary funct ion f: B ...... R, we define the convex 
conjugatc function j" : R v ...... R by 
r( p ) :~ maxI ( p. x ) - fIx) I XE H}. (6.1 ) 
We also define, dually to (4.2), the convex closure J: R , . ...... R off by 
J(b) :~ su p{ ( p. b ) - rIp) I pE R ''}. (6.2) 
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The following rela tions arc immedia te from the defi nitions. where ( - J) " 
denotes the concave closu re of - f 
L''''M,\ 6.1. I I) I -J)° lp)~ - /"1 - 1' ). 
(2) 1-J) ' Ib) ~ - / Ib). 
This lemma allows tiS to translate the result s fo r g O(p) and g(b) inlo 
corresponding ones fo r ri p) lInd/(h). For example. from (4.3 ) we obtain 
. _ { mill { 2: ;.'/IY) I b ~ 2: )·,Y,;' e AlB )} f(b)- , 'e ll YE ll 
+00 
(b e 8) 
Ib~jj) 
16.3) 
Acco rdingly. we may rega rd Ias/: jj ..... R, Lemma 4. 1 tra nslates as follows: 
LDI.\IA 6.2 . (I) I(x ) !f:J(x)Jor xe B. 
(2) mio {/Ib) I b e ii) ~ mio {flx) I x e B), 
(3) argmin(/) = argmin(J). I 
6.2. DIIOIiIY Theorems 
Let 8 1 and B~ be fi nite integral bilse sets ( £; Z V). For w: 8 , ..... Rand 
(: Hz ..... R, we defi ne the co njugate functions W O and (" by (4.1) and (6. 1) 
with reference 10 8 1 and 8 2 , respectively, and also the concave/convex 
closure fu nctions w and ( by (4.2 ) and (6.2 ). respectively. We sometimes 
u!«! the following convention: 
(I xl ~ +oolx~ B,I, 16.4) 
Note that w O(p )e Z and ("( p) e Z for p e Z v ifw and ( arc integer-va lued . 
We define a primal-dual pair of problems liS fo llows. 
PRIMAL PROIlLBI . Maximize (/)(x ) := w(x) - (x) (x e 8 1 n B~ ) . 
D UAL PROBU:~I . Minimize P(p) := ' O( p) _woe p) (p e R "). 
Using Ihe concave/convex closures. we also introduce a relaxation of the 
primal problem: 
RELAXm) PRIMAL PKOllcn.l . Maximize ip(b) := t'.U(b) - ( b) (b e B; n 8 2) , 
The fo llowing idellIity is known as the Fenchcl duality [36, 40]: 
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which holds true independently of (EXC). Here we assume the convention 
that the maximum taken over an em pty fami ly is equal to - co. With this 
conven tion. the above fo rmu la implies in particu lar tha t HI n Hz #- 0 if the 
infimum on the right-hand side is finite. 
Combining (6.5 ) with the obvious inequal ities (cf. Lemma 4. 1( 1) and 
Lemma 6.2(1 )) : 
((X);>((X) (xE B, ), 
we obta in the fo llowing weak duality. 
LEMMA 6.3. For allY I Ull ctions w; B I ..... R (lml (: Bl ..... R. 
max{w(x)-(x) I XE B I n B~} 
~ ma. l W(b) - ((b) I bE B; " D, } ~ inf{('lp) - w · l p) I p E R ''}. 
(This is even imlependelll of the property ( B J ) for B I (I"d H 2') I 
Na turally. we arc interested in whether the equality holds in the weak 
duality above. The next theorem shows that this is indeed the case if wand 
-( enjoy the exchange property (EXC). 
THr:ORF~'t 6.4. Let w: BI -- R alld (: 8 2 -- R be such that w (111(1 -( 
salisfy (EXC). 
( I ) [Primal illlegralit)' ] 
max{ w(x) - (x) I XE 8 1 n Bt } 
~ ma.{ W(b) - ((b) I bE B, " B, } ~ inf{('(p) - w · lp) I p ER "~I. 
To be lIIore precise. 
( PI ) Ilinf{("( p ) -WO{ p) I p E R V} #- -co, thell 8 1 n Hz #- 0. 
(P2 ) If 8 1 n 8 2 #- 0. allillese values are jillile (lilt! equal. (lilt! Ihe 
illfillllllll is allailled by sOllie p E R 1'. 
(2) [Dllal integrality ] II w alld ( are im eger-vailled, Ille infimum C(lll 
be ((Ikell over inlegral vectors, i.e., 
m"x { w(x) - ((x) I xE D, " B,} ~ infl ( 'lp) - w' (p ) I p E Z "}, 
and the injimllm is altailled by some p E Z I' if il ;s fillile. I 
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Before giving the proof. we observe that the esscnce of the first half of 
Theorem 6.4 lies in the integrality of Ihe relaxed primal problem. Since 
B/= Z" ro B j (i = 1. 2 ). we have 
Hence. if the relaxed pri mal problem has an integral optimal solution, say 
b.thell b belongs to B I n B1 • Furthermore. w(b)=til(b) and (b)=(b ) by 
Lemma 4.5 and Lemma 6.1. So. Theorem 6.4(1) would follow. 
The proof of Theo rem 6.4 relics on Frank's discrete separation theorem 
fo r a pair of sub/supcrmodular fu nctions and a recent theorem of the 
present author. 
TIIEOIH!~I 6.5 (Discrete Separation Theorem [ 14 ]). LeI f: 2 1' -- R and 
g: 2 v ..... R be SlIblllO(III I(/r lIlIIl slIpermodliiar / 111//;1;0//:,>', respectively, wilh 
f(0 ) = g(01 = O. If g( X ) ~ f( Xl ( X s;; V). Ihere exists x· E R I' .slIch ,IIm 
gIX) " x' l X) "fl X) IX"V). 16.6) 
,\1oreowr, iff alld g are illfeger-"allied. rhere l!xi.fI.~ sitch (III X'" ill Z ". I 
Relllark 6.1. The original statemen t of the discrete separation theorem 
covers the more general class o f subJsupcrmodular functions on crossing_ 
fami lies. Note also that Frank 's discrete separation theo rem. Edmonds' 
intersect ion theo rem [9. 10], and Fujishigc's Fcnchel-typc min-max 
theorem [ 18] can be regarded as. essen tia ll y, equivalent assertions (see 
[1 9, Section 6.1(b )]). 
TIlEOK.E.\t 6.6 [32. Theorem 4. 1]. A S.I·IIIII(, rlllll WI: 8 1 ..... R lIlItlw2: 8 2 ..... R 
sa/isfy ( EXC) (lml leI x'" e 8 I n 8 2 , Tlu'll 
if (JlIli 011/.1' if Ihere exisls SOIll(' ,,'" e R I ' such film 
WI[ - p"'](X"') ~W I[ - p"'] (x). 
W2["'" ](x"') ~ w : [ p '" ](x ), 
'tJx e 8 1; 
"tJxe 8 1 , 
l\1orI!O~'er, if W I (flltl w 2 are ill legl'r-w/lIf!l l. rhal! ex;sts .m ell (l p'" ;1/ Z v, 
P,oof Sec (l2. 28]. or (l5]. I 
Relllllrk 6.2. When WI and w 2 arc affine functions, the above theorem 
coincides with the optimality crit erion (Fujishige's potential characteriza-
tion [17] ) for the weighted intersectio n problem for a pair of submodular 
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systems (sec also [1 9] ). On the other hand. when 8 1,82 £ {O. q I' 
representing a pair of m:m oids. the abo ve theorem reduces to the 
optimality cri terion [28. Theorem 4.2] fo r the valuated matroid intersec-
tion problem. If. in addition. WI is anine and W 1 = 0, this criterion recovcrs 
Frank 's weight spli tting theorcm [ 13 ] fo r the weighted matroid in tersec-
tion problem. whieh is in turn equivalent to Iri-Tomizawa's potential 
characterization of the o ptimality for the independent assignment problem 
[22]. I 
We now provc the ilsscrt ion ( PI ) in Theorem 6.4( I ). Rl'Cali Theorem 2.1 
and let g l be the supcrmodu lar function describing BI lind f: be the sub-
modulllr fu nct ion dcscri bing B1 . We have g ,(0)= f A0) = 0. We also 
introduce (cf. (5.1)) 
I/I f(p ):= min{ ( p. x ) I x e Bd· I/Ii (p ) := milx{ ( fl. x ) I x e B~ } . 
The fo llowing fac t is fundamental. 
LEM'\IA 6.7 . 
inf{("(p )-wO(pJ I p e Z I ' } #--00 
= ;nr{("(p) -w (p) I p e R '1 ~ -OJ 
(p e R V) 
= /,( X );> g ,( X ) (X ,; V), 
Proof Since 
I( '( p ) - ~ ;(p)1 " rna> l((x)l . 
, 'E H: 
and I/I ~(p) and t/l i(p) are positively homogeneous. we have 
;nr{("(p) - w' (p) I p e R "} " - OJ 
= ;n r{~;( p) - ,, :(p) Ip e R"} ,,- oo 





By Theo rem 5.1 and (5.2 ), it suffices to consider the last inequali ty fo r 
P =Xx(X £ V). A straigh tforward calculation using (5.5) shows that this in 
turn is equivillent to (6.10). The above argu ment is also va lid when p is 
restricted to an in tegral vector, and therefore (6.7 ) is equivalen t to the 
other condit ions. I 
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If (6.10) is true. we ca n appl y Theorem 6.5 to obtain x· E 8 1 n B2 . [ End 
ofproofof( PI )] 
Relllark 6.3, In view of the abovc proof. we may say that (PI ) in 
Theorem 6.4( 1) is equivalent. modulo Lemma 6.7. to Theorem 6.5. 
NC;H. we prove the assertion (ll2) in Theorem 6A( I ). By Lemma 6.3. we 
see that ( P2) is equivalent to the existence of x· E B in B~ and p. E R v 
such that 
Put WI :=w ;mel w 2 := -( and denote by x· a co mmon ba se that 
ma:~ irnizes w l(X) +W2(Xj. By Th eorem 6.6. we have 
ro l [ - p·](x· ) = max { wl[ - I) ·](X) I XE B I }· 
Wl[P·] (x*) = max {w~ [p· ] (x) I xE B ~} 
fo r some p. E n I '. This implics 
w( x· ) - ( x*) = wl (x·) + Wl(X·) 
= w l [ - p. ] (x ·) + w~[p· ](x·) 
= max ll)1 [ - p· ]l x) + max w 2 [p· ] (x) 
,.~ /I I , € 11: 
= max ( - <" •. x ) + w(x)) + max I ( p., x ) - ((x )) 
~ £ /i l ~ e ~ 
The s~'Cond half of Theorem 6.4 fo llows from the second half of 
Theorem 6.6 which gua rantees the ex istence of an in tegral vector p •. [End 
of proof of Theorem 6.4] 
Remark 6.4. The above proof shows that (1'2) with the integralit y 
assert ion in (2) is in fact eq uivalent to Theorem 6.6. I 
The mi n-max identit y of Theorem 6.4 yields a pair of sepanHion 
theorems. one for the primal pair (w. ( ) and the other for the dual (con-
jugate ) pilir ( w o• ' 0). It is emphasized that these separation theorems do 
not exclude the c;lse of B I n B2 = 0, 
TIIEORt:M 6.8 (Primal Separa ti on Theorem). LeI w: JJ I .... n ami (: B~ ..... R 
be such 1It(l/ W (/1/(/ -( smisfy (EXC) . .(f' w(x)~(x ) (.\,EBI n B~ ), there 
exi.H cr. * E R (llIti p. E R I' mch IIwl 
(6. 12) 
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[This is a shorl·halld c'xpressioll Jor 
relying 011 ollr com'c'lIIioll (6.4).] 
J\1or('or('r. Jf W lIIId , tire imeger-lXI/lled. thel'!' exist :!N/c!J 0:' in Z (lnd p' 
ill Z I '. 
Proof First note that 
In case 8 1 n 8 2 =F 0 . we sec from (6.11 ) and Theorem 6.4, (1'2). that there 
exist x' e B I ("\ B~ and p' e R I' such that 
Hence we havc 
WO(p') = min t ( p', x ) - w(x) I x e nd = ( p'. x' ) - w( .,·'). 
{ -(p ' ) = max{ ( p'. x ) -{(x ) I x e n~ } = ( p'. x' ) - ( (x') . 
Since w(x' ) ~ ( x' ) by assumption. there exists IX' e R with 
(6. 13) 
(6.14) 
Next we consider the case of BI ,..., n~ = 0. By Theorem 6.4, ( PI ). this 
implies ' "(p') :S:; WO(p') fo r some 1) ' e R J'. By choosi ng lX'e R with 
' -(p ' ) ~ - 0: ' :S:; WO(p' ). we obtain (6.12). 
The integrality assertion for 0:' and p' follows from the integrality 
assertions in Theorem 6.4 and Lemma 6.7. I 
Remark 6.5. Conversely. the min-max formula of Theorem 6.4 ca n be 
derived from the primal sepa rat ion theorem. Note in this connection thai 
the primal separation theorem implies the fo ll owing: If B I n 8 2 = 0, then 
fo r an y AI e R there exist (1 ' E R and p' E R v such that 
(7;' + ( p'. x ):s:; - M (x e B1 ): 
which implies t/I ;(p') - t/l f(p' )=::;;:(- ,x' - M )-(-a' ) = - M . The asser· 
lion ( PI ) in Theorem 6A( I) is immediate from this. For ( P2) we apply the 
prima l separation theorem to (w. " with w(x) :=w(x) - max{w(y) -
{ (y) I y e B I ,..., BJ . 
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Remark 6.6. The primal separa tion theorem in case 8 1 ("I B: '* 0 has 
been established in [ 32]. I 
TmOREM 6.9( Dual Sepa ration Theorem ), Ll! / w: B, -. R ol/d t;: B1 - R 
be Slich fhar w (lIId -( m lisfy (EXq . II WO(p) :::;; ("( 1' ) (p E R I'). there exist 
fl - E R lind x· E 8 1 ("I B~ such Iii", 
(6. 15 ) 
M oreo,;er, if tv (lml I; are integer-valued. there ('xisls Sill:" a fl * ill Z. 
Proof First notc that 
The assumption means infl'«("( p ) - woe p )) ~ O. which in turn implies 
BJ n 8 2 * 0 by Theorem 6A. (PI ). Then by Theorem 6.4. (P2 ), as well as 
(6.11 J. there exist x · E 8 1 n 8 1 and p. E R I' such that 
The left-hand side is CqUi1 1 10 w(.\·· )-(.\·· ) since w(.\·+)=w(.\· · ) and 
( x* )=((x· ) by Lemma 4.5. Hence we have 
OJ(X·) = inf{ ( I' , x *> - w eep) I p ER I ' ~ = ( 1'., x* > - WO(p. ), 
( x-, = sup { ( I' . x* ) -,'(1' ) I p E R I'} = ( 1' •. x"' ) - ("(p "' ). 
Since WO(p"' ):o:;; ( "(p"') by assumption. there exists /1'" IE R with 
The integrality assertion for P'" and p'" follows from the integrality asse r-
tion in Theorem 6.4. I 
Remark 6.7. The dual separation theorem fo r w = O and (= 0 reduces 
to the discrete separat ion theorem (Theorem 6.5 ) fo r sub/supcrmodular 
function s. In fact. the assumption reduces to (6.9 ). which is equivalent to 
{6. IOj, and we have P"' = O in the conclusio n. I 
Remark 6.8. T he dual separation theorem. wi th the a id of Lemma 4.5 
and Lemma 6.7. implies the min-m:lx formu la of T heorem 6.4. Apply the 
dua l separation theorem to (w. () wi th 0(x) :=w(x) - infp« '( p) -WO(p)) 
to obtai n ( P2). I 
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Finally we schematically summarize the relationship among the min-max 
duality (Theorem 6.4 ). the discrete separation theorem (Theorem 6.5). the 
optimali ty criterio n for the weighted inte rsection problem (Theorem 6.6). 
the primal separation theorem (Theorem 6.8). and the dual separa tion 
theorem (Theorem 6.9). It is emphasized that the "equivalence" relies o n 




Min-max dua lity 





(PI ) -= Frank's discrete sepa ration 
(Theorem 6.5) 
(P2 ) <0> M-concave weighted intersection 
(Theorem 6.6) 
6.3. Reductio" 10 Affille Cases 
Based on Theorem 5.3 (Local Supennodularity Theorem). we can derive 
the dual sepa ra tion theorem (Theorem 6.9) for general pairs (w . ' l from its 
special case fo r affine funct ions. 
Let w and ' be as in Theorem 6.9. Recall (5.9) and (5.12): 
i(wO. p , )( p ) ~ inf{ ( p. b ) I b E awO(p,)} 
= min{ ( p, x ) I x e argmax(w[ - PI l )}. 
Dually. we define 
a('( p,) :~ { b E R" I ("(p) - ("(p,) " ( p - p, . b ) (Vp E R V)}. 
i l('. p,)(p) :~ sup{ ( p. b ) I b E a( '(p, )} 
Putting 
we see (cf. (5.10)) 
= max{ ( p. x ) I x E argmin(C[ - Pl l )} . 
wl.(p) := wO(pd + l(wO, pd(p - pd, 
(;( p ) :~ ( '(p,) + i( ( ' . p,)(p - p, ), 
( ;(p)"("(p). (6. 16). 
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From the assumption, WO( p) ~ ("(JI) (p e R I'), we see there exist 
P I ' 1'1 E Z v such that 
(p e RI"). 
(This is geometrica ll y obvio us. and ,l lso easy to prove.) 
Theorem 5.3 shows that w~. is the concave conjugate of some function 
with the property (EXC), which we denote by W I.: B'I ..... R. In fact. 
8'1 = argmax(w[ - PI]) and wlJ x) = _ WO{p d + ( PI' x ) . which is an affine 
function on 8'1 (d. Remark 5.2). Similarly, C. is the convex conjuga te of 
( ,. : B':. - R. where B~ = a rgmin«([ - P1]) and ( 1.(.\") = - ('(p ~ ) + ( Pl ' x ) . 
Applying the dual separation theorelll to the pair (w/. ' ( ,.) of affine 
func tions, we obtain 
(p E R I' ) 
for some p · e R and x · e B'1 r; B~ o;;;; B I 1"'1 111 , From (6.16) this means 
(peR "). 
Finally, if (J) and ( arc intege r-valued. so arc OJ I• and ( I. ' and we ca n take 
p. E Z. Thus we have derived the dual separation theorem for the genera l 
pa ir (w, () . 
6.4. Com;o/lIl;on 
We show that the supremum convolution operation of two functions 
preserves the property (EXC). This means as a corollary that the union 
opera tion can be defined for a pair of va luated matroids. 
Assume that W I: B I --> R and W2: B2 ..... R satisfy (EXC). We define their 
(supremum ) convolution, WI 0 w 2 : 8 1 + B2 ..... R, by 
Here 
which is known [19] to satisfy (HI ). 
We fir st observe 
(6. 17) 
which follows immediatel y from the defi nitions. 
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TUEORB I 6. 10. If WI: B I ..... R lIlIll w~: B2 .... R swisfy (EXC). then 
WI 0 w~ : BI + B~ ..... R slIfisfil'S (EXC). 
Proof It fo llows from Theorem 5.3 (Local Supcrmodularity Theo rem ) 
that both l(wf. Po) and £(w~ . Po) are "malroidal" for each Po. Thi s 
implies by Lemma 5.2 that L( £Of . Po) + L(w~ , Po) is also "matroidal" fo r 
each Po. Noti ng the relation 
where the fi rst equality is due to the definition of localizatio n and the 
second to (6.17), we see that [ «WI 0 w~) O , Po) is "matroidal" for each Po. 
Finally we use the OIher di rection of Theorem 5.3 to conclude that 
WI 0 w 2 satisfies (EXC). I 
Whereas (6.17 ) is a trivia l identity, its dual cou nterpart, (6.1 8) below, 
relics on the duality theorem. For wf and w~ , we distinguish the convolu-
tions over R and over Z. Namely. we define wf 0 11. W2: R 1' ..... R by 
We define WI + w~: 8 1 f'l 8~ ..... R by 
provided 8 1 f'l 8 2 ¥= 0. Note that WI + w2 does not necessa rily sa tisfy (EXC). 
TUEORE.\1 6. 11 . 1/ wt: 8 1 ..... R (md W2: 8 l ..... R slIfisfy (EXC) and 
8 1 r'l 8 2 ¥= 0. then 
(6.18) 
If, ill addi/ion, £oJ (lnd W2 (Ire illleger-uahled, /hen 
(6. 19) 
where i/ is understood that the left-ha1ld side denotes the res/rictiOIl of 
(WI+W2)O to z v. 
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Proof 
(W , +(2)C { p I 
= mm «p. x ) - w ,( .>:) -w 2( .>:» 
~ .. II,,, III 
~ - max (w( x) -( x) ) (whcrcw:=w, [ - p], (:= -w~ ) 
.,·e H, ,, /11 
_ - min W(p') - w' (p' )) (by Theorem 6.4) 
" 
~ max ((w ,[ - p 1)' (p') - ( -w, )" (p')) 
" 
= max (w~(p + p' ) + w~( - p' )) 
,. 
(by Lemmas 4.2. 6. 1). 
The integral case fo llows from the integrality assertion in Theorem 6.4. I 
Remark 6.9. Theorem 6. 11 implies 
(b e H, f'I B 2)' 
The proof is the same as in ordinary convex analysis. See [30, 
Theorem 3.8]. I 
7. (NDUCTION THROUG H NETWORKS 
7. 1. Theorems 
We show that an M-concave funct ion can be transformed into another 
M-concavc func tion through a network. This is an ex tension of the well 
known fact in mat roid theory that 11 matroid can be transformed through 
a bipartite graph into another ma troid. 
Let G = (V. A ; V+, V- I ben (directed ) gra ph with a vertex SCI V. an arc 
SCI A. a set V '" or entrances and a sct v- or exits such thilt V ... , V - £: V 
and V + f"'I V - = 0. Also let f: A ..... Z be an upper capaci ty runction. 
c : A _ Z be a lower capacity runct ion. and 11' : A -> R be a weight runction. 
Suppose further that we arc given a finite nonempty sct B+ s;; Z V ' and a 
runction w + : B+ -> R. 
A now is a fu nction tp: A -- Z . It s boundary atp: V -- Z is defined by 
(v. V), (7.1) 
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where '" v and J - v denote the sets of the out-going and in-coming arcs 
incidenl 10 v. respectively. We denote by (ocp)+ (resp. (ocp) - ) the restric-
tion of ocp to V ' (resp. V - ). A flow cp is called feas ible if 
r (a) ~ cp( a ) ~ e(a) (aeA ). 
a,,(, )= o eVE V-(V'" u V - )), 
{ocp)"e B +. 
We assume throughout tha t a feasible now exists. 
Define iJ £ Z v- and w: iJ ..... R by 
where 
il := {(a,,) - I ,,: feasible now I. 
w(x) := max { < 11'. cp )" + w "«ocp)") I cp: 
feas ible flow with (ocp) - = x} 
( II'. cp),,:= L I\'{(l )cp(a l . 
"" 






The fo llowi ng fact is easy to see from the similar results for matroids and 
polymatroids (ef. ( 19, 37 ] ). 
LE!>tMA 7. 1. If B + stlfisjies ( 8I l. Ihen jj of{7.5) s(lfisjies (SI ). 
The fo llowing is the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 7.2 . Ifw + sllfisfies (EXC). then w oJ(7.6) satisfies (EXq. 
Remark 7.1. This theorem affords an alternative proof to Theorem 
6.10: Let VI and Vl be d isjoint copies of V ( in the nOiation of Section 6) 
and consider a bipartite graph G = (V" .V- .A) with V +: = VI U V2• 
V- := V and A := {(V I ' v) I VE V} U { ( ll2. vl I lie V}. where VtE Vi is the 
copy of liE V (i:: I . 2). Take f sufficiently large. f sufficientl y small. HI == 0, 
B":= Blx B~. and W "(XI.X 2) :=Wl(Xl)+W2(X ~). Then we have 
WI 0 W 2 :: W, where en is the M-concave function induced from w + , 
As a special case of Theorem 7,2, a valuated matroid can be induced by 
matchings in a bipartite graph. Let G =( V ", V - , A) be a bipartite graph, 
w: A - R a weight func tion, and M '" = (V "', gJ+ ) a matroid wi th valua-
tion w " : til· - R. Then 
~:={a -M I M is a matching with o+ME~+} 
601/ 124'1-t 
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is known to form the base fam ily of a matroid. provided fA =F 0. Here 
(r M r;: V '" and a - M s V - denote the sets of vertices incident to M . 
Define w: IM -- R by 
w(X ) := max{ w( ld ) +w ' (a ~ M ) I /11 : ma tching. a ~ M E §J + , 
( X e M ). (7.7) 
TIIEORIlM 7.3. W 0/(7.7 ) is a liIIll/a/ion oj(V- , /j ). 
This theorem has important consequences. Lei ;\'1 1 = (V, fJJ1) and 
M 2 = ( V, §J~ ) be m:llro ids with valuations WI: $ 1 ..... R and W 2: {[d2 ..... R. Let 
1\-11 v M 2 = ( V. fBI V 912) denote the uilio n of M I and M ~, where till v 18. 
is defi ned to be the fam ily of the max ima l clements of {XI v X2 1 X I E!J41~ 
Xl E§12 } ' Deli ne WI v W 1 : ff11 v ffd1 ..... R by 
THEOREM 7.4. WI v (112 is II V(I/utl/ioll of Ihe /lIIiOI1 M , v M l . 
Proof LeI V I and 1'2 be disjoint copies of V. and U be a sct of size 
equal to 
Consider a bipartite graph G = ( V +, V- , A) wi th V+ := VI u Jll • V - := 
Vu U and 
A := { ( VI' v) I V€ V) U ((Ii : . v) I IJ E V} U {(V Z. II ) I VE V. li E V}. 
where vi e V/ is the copy of ve V(i = I. 2). Let w be the valua tion induced 
on V - from the valuation w '" on V" defined by W~ (.\'"1 U Xl ) := wl( Xd + 
w z( X:l (X;EG.fj (i = L 2)). Then (WI v W2)(X )= W( X u U) for x !;;; V. I 
For a matroid M = ( V, dJ) , its truncation to rank k is given by 
Ml = ( V, fiJI. ) wi th 
For a valuation w: dJ -- R of M, delinc W k: fBI. ...... R by 
Wk(.,\' ) := rna x{ w( 0 ) I X !;;; Be dt } (X e<lld· 
T he fo llowing theorem has been established in [ 31] : here is an alternative 
proof by means of the induction through a bipartite graph. 
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THEOREM 7.5 «(3 1 ] ). wl _ is a millarioll of the /rIlI/ClIl i OIl M /<. where 
b :<; rank M. 
Proof Let fI' be a copy of fI, and U be a set of size = rank M - k . Con-
sider a bi p:lrti te graph G = ( fI ... . fI - . A ) wi th fI '" := fI', V := Vu U and 
A : = { {I" . v I I v e fI } u {( I)'. 1/) I v e fl. /I E U}, 
where v' e fI' is the copy of I: e V. Let w be the valuatio n induced on V -
from w '" := W on fI ... . Then w~(.,\')=W(Xu U) fo r X £ fl. I 
7.2. Proof of Theorem 7.2 
The proof of Theo rem 7.2 relics on the optimality criterion of [ 32 ] for 
the submodu lar flow problem with an objective function sa tisfying (EXC). 
First we reformulate Theorem 3.1 of [ 32] in to a fo nn con\'enient for us. 
Suppose we a re given. in addit ion to the network (G = ( V, A; V ... , V - ), f, 
c, 11'), a pai r of M-concave functions w ... : B '" - R and w - : B- - R. where 
B"' £ Z '" and B- ~ Z " arc nonempt)' finite sets. [ Do nol confuse B -
with 8. and w - with w.] 
PROBLE.\I P. Maximize 
subject to (7.2), (7.3), (7.4) and 
(a~) - E S - . (7.8) 
The following theorem involves a "potential" function q: V ..... R. We 
deno te by q ': V ... ..... R and q - : fI - ..... R the restrictions of q and defi ne 
w +[ q + ] (x) :=w +(x) + ( q+. x ) 
w - [ q- ] (x) :=w - (.\') + ( '1 - , x ) 
as in (2.7). We also use the not<lt ion 
(xe B +), 
(xe B - ), 
«(le A ). (7.9) 
where a+a and a-a denote the ini tial vertex and the termina l vertex of 
(1 e A. respecti vely. 
TUJ:OREM 7.6 [32. Theorem 3.1]. ( I ) A flow rp : A ..... Z lI'ith (7.2), 
(7.3), (7.4) (llId (7.8) is optimal for P if alld 01111' if there exists (/ "potellt ial" 
j Illlction q : V ..... R silch ' hat (i )- ( iii ) below holtl true. 
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(i ) For each {l E A, 
1I',,(a) < 0 =- tp(a ) = £( (1 ). 
w,,(a) > 0 =- tpl 0) = ci a ). 
(ii) (orp)'" lIIuxillli=es w • [q • J. 
(iii) (otp) - II/(Ix im;=es w [q ]. 
(7. 10 1 
(7. 111 
Moreor;er. If w '" lIIUJ w - (Jr(' illfeger-railled. thell q etlll be chosen to be 
also imeger.va/r/f'ti. 
(2) LeI If be (l potel/ fial ,hal satisfies (i)- (i ji ) (lbOl;clor some (optimal) 
flow qJ. A flow rp' 1I';lh (7.2), (7.3), (7.4) lind (7.8) is optimal if alU/ ollly if 
;1 satisfies (i )- (iji) (lVilh <p rep/aced by 91'), 
We now start provi ng Theorem 7.2. By Theorem 4.4, it suffices to show 
that argmax(w[p] ) satisfie s ( B I ) fo r each p: V- -- R. 
Since B of(7.5) is a fini te set. we can find a fin ite set B ~ Z 1'- such that 
B - satisfies (8 1) and contai ns jj in the rdati\'c interior [36. 40 ] of its 
convex hull: 
B ~ riB. (7. 121 
Fix p : V - __ R and define w - : B- ..... R by (.I) - (x) := ( p. x ) (xe B - ). For 
x E 8 we have 
w[p lex) = max{ ( w. rp) A + W " ((0(1') "' ) I /7.2). (7.3). (7.4) 
and (Olp) - _ xl + ( p. x ) 
- max{ ( w. ~ >. + w '((a~1 • 1 +w - ( (a~n I (7.21. (7.31. (7.4 1 
and (a~ l - - .,) . 
Reca lling the definition of 8 and the relation 8 1,;;, 8 - . we see from this 
expression tha t 
argmax(w[p]) = (( OfP ) - I If: optimal fo r pep)} . (7.13) 
where pep) mean s the problem P with w - defined by w (x):= ( P. x ). 
Let q : V ..... R be the potenlial funct ion in Theorem 7.6 for the problem 
pep ). With reference to q. we define a capacitated network (G=(V.A: 
V " . V - ). ! " . c~). where the capacity func tions Cq and c" are given by 
1I',,(a) < O=-c,,(a) :=i:"~( CI ) :=C(CI). 
II'I/( tl ) > 0 =- C,,(tl) : = c,(tt ) : = i(a). 
11',,« (1) = 0 =- c,,( a) :=r(1I ). c,,(lI) := C(II) . 
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Recall from Theorem 4.4 that 
B,t := argmax(w +[q +])s;;: Z v' 
satisfies ( BI). Let B; be the subset of Z v- induced from B; by the 
network (G = (V, A: V ... , V - ), fq, f ql as {7.5 ). Note that B;; t;;, B and that 
B:; satisfies ( Bl ) by Lemma 7.1. The proof of Theorem 7.2 can now be 
completed by the fo llowing claim. 
CLAI~I. llrgmax( w [ p] ) = B:; . 
Proof of Claim. By Theorem 7.6, a now qJ satisfying {7.2 ), (7.3), (7.4) 
and (7.8) is optima l to pep) if and only if it is a feasib le flow fo r the 
network {G = ( V. A; V ... , V- l, f ql f ql with B: ~ z I" such that (8 qJl - e 
argmax(w- [q - J). ( It should be clear that. by definition. qJ is feasible fo r 
the network (G, f q• f q) with Bq+ if qJ satisfies (7.2), {7.3), {7.4 )- with (f. E) 
replaced by (fq, fq l in (7.2) and with B+ replaced by B; in (7.4 ).) Hence, 
in view of (7.13 ), we obtai n 
argmax(w[p]) = B; I'i argmax(w - [q - ] ). 
Since w - [q - ] is a linear function on B- . argmax(w [q ] ) is a face 
of B - . On the other hand. a proper face of B - is disjoint from lJ 
by (7. 12). This means that argmax(w [ q ]) = 8 - since (8qJ) - e B I'i 
argmax(w - [ q - ]) for an optimal flow (jI fo r pep). Henee the claim 
follows. I 
8. CONCLUS ION 
In this paper. we have restricted ourselves to functions w defined on the 
integral points in base polytopes (bounded base polyhedra). The bou nded-
ness assumption is not essent ial : all the results can be extended /III/tatis 
I1/lItalJ(lis to the unbounded case [35]. For instance, the first part of the 
Fcnchel-type dua lity (Theorems 6.4) in the general case reads as fo llows: 
THEOREM 8. 1. LeI w : B I _ R ami C: 8~ - R be sl/ch ,hat w (l1Id -{ 
satisfy (EXC), where 8 1 (lnd B2 are nonemply (possibly IInboullded) sllbsels 
of Z l' suti!./y ing ( 81 ). If BI I'i B1",, 0 or { -(p ) - WO(p)cF +00 for some 
p € R 1', 'hell 
Sup{ wix ) - ( x ) I x E B, " B, } ~ inf{ ("(p ) - WO(p) I pER ' }. 
In the Local Supenoodularity Theorem, we have characterized the 
exchangeabi lity (EXC) in tenos of the supemlOdularity of the localization 
3 10 K,\ZUO ~ 1 U KOT,\ 
of the conjuga te function. A fur1her investigat ion inlo the conjugacy 
between tht;: exchangeability and the sub/supcrmodularity c:m be fo und 
in [35 ) . 
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